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One-to-two-exciton transitions in molecular aggregates: Influence
of the exciton-exciton interaction

Abstract
One-to-two-exciton
transitions
have been examined in molecular aggregates with linear and circular gcomctricx at
various strengths of exciton ~exciton coupling. For the case where the coupling parameter (1does not fall into the critical
region around LI,,,, = 1,the exciton-exciton
interaction is shown to have little influence on the transition dipole moments.
as well as on the corresponding
transition energies. The interaction between the excitons may then be reprcsentcd in an
effcctivc manner replacing an actual number N of molecules per aggregate by a close effective number X,,,. the latter
being tr-dependent.
The analytical analysis is in agreement
with earlier numerical calculation
of the pump ~probe
spectrum showing a weak dependence on the exciton exciton interaction beyond the critical rcpion. I 19% Elscvier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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One-dimensional

In recent years there has been a considerable
interest in optical properties of molecular aggregates due to states with more than one exciton. The
interest was motivated, to a considerable
extent. by
time resolved experiments
performed on J-aggregates [ 1 -71. The J-aggregates
are one-dimensional
molecular
structures exhibiting
a narrow absorption band (the J-band) of excitonic origin shifted to
the red from the monomer band [S]. The J-band is
due to absorption
to the bottom of exciton band of
one-dimensional
J-aggregates [9,10], the sharpness
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systems

of the absorption
line being due to the motional
narrowing
[9-l 11.
The two colour pump-probe
technique
serves
as a convenient
means to study exciton states in
J-aggregates.
The pump-probe
experiments
show
a transient blue shift of the J-band [ 1 -71. The shift
may be understood
on the basis of optical
transitions
between one- and two-exciton
states
[1X13]. invoking the concept of one-dimensional
Fermi-excitons
[14]: Analysis of such transitions
[ 12.131 demonstrates
an increase of energy of the
excited-state
absorption.
as compared
with the
ground-state
absorption.
The influence of the static
disorder [ 15.161 and phonons [ 161 on the phenomenon has also been considered.
It is noteworthy
that the shift-like
optical
changes
have been
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observed in the transient absorption
for other molecular complexes as well, including
the bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) molecules in the light harvesting
antenna of the photosynthetic
purple bacteria [ 171.
To explain
the differential
spectra,
a circular
structure
has been proposed
[IS] for the BChl
aggregates.
Recently, questions have been raised concerning
the influence of the exciton-exciton
interaction
to
the (two colour) pump-probe
spectrum of molecular aggregates with linear geometries [19-211. The
analysis has been carried out in terms of two-particle Green functions adopting the continuum
limit
for the states forming the exciton band [20,21]. To
take into account the finite size of the aggregates,
the numerical simulations
have also been accomplished [19-211.
In the present paper we shall examine further the
effects of the exciton-exciton
interaction
on the
one-to-two-exciton
transitions
in molecular
aggregates with linear and circular geometries. We
shall explicitly derive and analyse matrix elements
for one-to-two-exciton
transitions
in the presence
of exciton-exciton
coupling: these quantities, lacking a previous systematic treatment,
are the key
elements
in studying
size-dependent
quantities.
such as the third-order
susceptibilities
due to exciton effects in molecular aggregates [22,23]. The
investigation
is carried out analytically
and also
without adopting
the continuum
limit in which
size-dependent
effects are lost.
Consider
a molecular
aggregate
consisting
of
N two-level molecules. The dipole operator for the
interaction
of the aggregate with light is
(1)

M = f (rcX + KJ,),
II=1

where t, (t:) is the Pauli operator for annihilation
(creation) of an excitation at the molecule n, p(nbeing the corresponding
transition
dipole moment.
For cyclic or linear geometries of interest, the latter
I(,, can be represented as
~1, = ~,xcos(2xn/N)

+ /l,ysin(2nn/N)

+ p,z,

(2)

(x,y and z being the unit Cartesian vectors), where
the component
pL rotates in the “2 plane; another
component
p, is parallel to the z-axis for all the

molecules
II forming the aggregate.
In the case
where ~1~= 0, the above arrangement
of dipoles is
relevant to aggregates with linear geometries
as
well. In what follows, we shall use the term ‘linear
aggregate’ to refer to such a situation. Denoting
J+(q) = 1 raexp(i2qnnl?/N)
,I= 1
(q = 0, + 1). the

transition
Eq. (1) takes the form

(3)
operator

xq+(

M=&xq+(l)+.u;
+ p*zJ+(O)

given

by

- 1)

+ h.c.

(4)

We shall deal with interacting
Frenkel excitons
and consider nearest-neighbour
interaction
only.
The Hamiltonian
for such a system is, using the
periodic boundary conditions
H = 2 [r&
n= 1
-

;QJl;+

- L(t:t,+ 1 + t,‘+ It,)
1tn+

(5)

11.

where - L > 0 is the resonance coupling energy
and - ;’ is the energy of the (dynamical) interaction
between the excitons.
In what follows, we shall concentrate
on the
states with two excitons. Separating the motion of
the ‘centre of mass’ from the relative motion
C24.2.51, a basis set of the two exciton states is
.v
mm + s)exp[iTcl(2m
I,.~) = 1
n,= 1 I
I

+ s)/N],

(6)

with IM,~IZ+ s) = t),t~+,lg), where the index 1,
characterising
the motion of the ‘centre of mass’,
can take N integer values 0, i 1.
The eigenstates
H ( 1.li) = &(I, k) Il. k).

may be written

(7)

in terms of the basic set, Eq. (6). as
M-l

1.k) = (2N)_ “2
.s=
211

1,s> U,JL k),

where k is the wave number
characterising
the relative
excitons.

(8)

(to be specified later)
motion
of the two

To avoid double counting of the basis states, the
expansion coefficients for s > N/2 are to be related
to those
for s < N/2 through
the following
constraint:

<I. W +(y)llo) = ( - 1)‘N,,! ‘h,,

L’z. ,\(/.x-1= Uy(I. k)( - 1)‘.

(9)

The eigenvalue equation,
Eq. (7), is equivalent
the following infinite set of difference equations:

to

U,,__,(l.li) +&:,(/.1;)

+ C’,,,L~)

where the finiteness
boundary conditions:

of the system

=o.

(10)
is reflected

C’,,(I. k) = LIU,(l. !i). C’y(I,k) = rrU.v_ ,(L k).

via

(11)

with
I‘ = [E(I.li) - 2~]~2Lcos(nl;‘N)
and
II = ;I:
2LCOS(TCI,iv).
Substituting
J’ = - 2 cos li, a solution to Eq. (10)
is. subject to the constraint
given by Eq. (9):
L’,(I.I;) = 2’ ‘Ccos[(s

- N,2)k + ITC.!~].

(12)

the boundary
conditions
(11) providing
a set of
li values. The transition
matrix elements between
one- and two-exciton
states are found, as:
(MI.1 L(~j)l/o) = c6,.,, +,cn+

+ n),

(13)

with
n,

= *

sin(NP

f tl 2 - l$2)
‘sin(rl,)
’

Li* = [ntl - ‘q),N

with N,,., = N + 2#( 1 - II), where i can take integer values subject
to the condition
given by
Eq. (16). The transition
matrix elements are now

+ li],T.

(14)
(15)

((1 = 0. f 11, where li is assumed to be real. It is
noteworthy
that for - I < LI < 1. all the values of
X are real. Under this condition,
there can be no
bound bi-exciton
levels outside the band of the
dissociated
two-exciton
states.
For
LI < - 1
(rr > 1). a bi-exciton level is formed below (above)
the band. The bi-excitons
have been analysed in
detail previously
C21.24.251. Hence, the present
paper will concentrate
on the dissociated
states
characterised
by real values of k.
Consider next a specific. yet a very important
case where

+c,

x [cot tl, - cot L/L].

118)

The above matrix elements have the same form
as the familiar relationship
for the non-interacting
excitons. subject to the replacement
% --t N,,,. For
large aggregates (N $ I). the dominant
contribution to the one-to-two-exciton
transitions
is concentrated at rlt < 1. Thus, the assumption given by
fo1
Eq. (16)
implies
that
/Nclr - :1’1N < I
transitions from the lowest levels of the one-cxciton
band: lo G N. It is noteworthy
that the assumption
given by Eq. (16) holds for ;I wide range of cxciton--exciton
coupling. as long as coupling parameter (I is beyond
the critical
region around
Ii = Cl,,,, = 1.
In this way. the exciton -exciton coupling produces little influence on the spectrum of values of k.
Eq. (17). on the transition
dipole
moments.
Eq. (1X). as well as on the transition
energies
EJI.li) - E(~Tc/,, ,V). The interaction
bctwcen the
excitons emerges in an effective manner through
the replacement of the actual number &’ of molccules per aggregate by a nearby effective number .I;,,,.
Therefore. inclusion of the exciton cxciton COLIPling should not affect considerably
the prc\ious
theories [ 13.13,1X.32.23.26.37] based on the model
of non-interacting
one-dimensional
excitons. Specifically. such effects as the blue shift of the excitedstate absorption
[12.13.1X.27] and the enhanccment of the non-linear
susceptibilities
[22.2_3.26]
persist in the present case of interacting
oxcitons.
Finally. the present analysis is in vgreemcnt with the
numerical calculations of the pump probe spectrum
[20.21] showing a weak dependence of the spectrum
on the exciton-exciton
interaction for (I < (I,,,,.
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